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Abstract
Ventilated facade is a popular type of an enclosing structure. It differs from usual structures by presence of an air gap, which 
increases the thermal and waterproofing characteristics. Free-convective motion occurs due to difference between temperatures in 
the air gap. In this paper connections between thrust, average velocity, heat exchange rate of free-convective motion and 
geometrical characteristics of the facade were figured out.
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1. Introduction
Ventilated facade is a construction consisted of substructure (exterior wall), insulant, air cavity and cladding 
(protection screen), fixed on a metal frame to an exterior wall or floor slab. At present time ventilated facades are 
popular in Russia and in a whole world alike. Using of this construction increases energy efficiency of the building 
and help to prevent an accumulation of an excess moisture on exterior walls. Improvement of these characteristics is 
possible due to air gap in the construction. In consequence of the difference between temperatures of an exterior 
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wall and cladding, free convective motion occurs in air gap. Air, heating from the surface with the higher 
temperature, becomes lighter and raises up. As the result, more dense layers fill its position. Moving force (natural 
draft) occurs under the action of Archimede's force due to difference between input and output pressures.
The aim of this study is to determine an analytic dependence of average velocity and some characteristics of 
ventilated facade.
Accomplish this aim such challenges were figured out:
x estimation of average velocity and thrust
x estimation of heat-exchange rate.
2. Literature References
Research of different characteristics of ventilated facade are viewed in reports [1-22]. Eiyad Abu-Nada made a 
big contribute to research of free convective motion. In his papers [2-5, 18] he modeled a free convective motion of 
different elements. An important contribution made M. Petrochenko and E. Yavtushenko. They investigated a free 
convection flow in facades in their works [10, 16]. T. Ayinde S. A. M. Said and M. Habib analyzed a natural 
convection flow in a vertical channel in several papers [11-12]. Research results in this field are vast, however a 
formula of average velocity of free-convective motion, setting a connection between polytropic index n and heat-
exchange rate, has not been concluded yet.
3. Propulsive force and average velocity of free-convective motion in a vertical channel
Let some values are known:
1) Length (height) of the channel – L
2) Width of the channel – h
3) Temperature of the cold air – Tc
4) Temperature of the heated surface – Th. 
It is required to figure out an average velocity of an air in case of free convective motion in an open-type vertical 
channel. Schematic view of the channel and keys (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. Schematic view of the ventilated slit
This problem can be solved, in accordance with the hydraulic approximation of Boussinesque:
x air is a perfect gas;
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x distribution of the static pressure along the length of channel satisfy an equilibrium conditions:
0  gdzdp
U                                                                                                                                       (1)
x free-convective motion and air equilibrium are both barotropic.
As the result of heat supplying, polytropic index n=k and adiabatic equilibrium of an air change to polytropic 
expansion with the polytropic index n<k. This allowance let to substitute energy equation with the barotropic 
distribution: setting a polytropic index n is amount to setting of heat-exchange rate.
Solution of the problem is given below, basing on approximation of Boussinesque. There are key factors of the 
solution:
(1). Average velocity of free convective motion in a vertical channel, according to [8] can be estimated by the 
formula:
kn
RTv c
11 / M (2)
where M<1 – coefficient of velocity, and 
cRT
gL / .
Let two barotropic expansion process are compared: equilibrium of an air column (n=k) and free convective 
motion in approximation of Boussinesque (n<k) (Fig. 2)
Fig. 2. To a definition of proficit of technical works in heat supply
These technical works differ from each other by a quantity of the shaded area of triangle osp, that is equal to 
Ȟ2/2ĳ2. Elsewise, technical work expend on an air-handling along the vertical channel with an average velocity v. It 
is remained to figure out the difference between technical works, that is equal to an area osp of the triangle (Fig. 2), 
and it implies formula (2). Disadvantage of formula (2) is an absence of simple relation between polytropic index n 
and heat-exchange rate. To find this relation it is necessary to solve an energy equation;
(II). Thrusting pressure differential in a vertical channel in a first approximation is equal to:
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Computation scheme (Fig. 3): pressure thrust is equal to difference between lengths of horizontal sides of 
hydrostatic triangles in cold and hot air;
Figure 3. Definition of pressure thrust
(III). 'S can be calculated from the equilibrium condition, which is considered as a differential equation for the 
pressure with the initial condition p(0)-pc=0. Then, in an arbitrary barotropic motion, pressure distribution along the 
length of the vertical channel is equal to:
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Apparently, for polytropes n=k, n<k brought to a point (0,1) (Fig. 4), difference between pressure distributions is 
equal to:
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Fig. 4. Adiabatical and polytropical pressure distribution along the height of the column
However, in the vertical channel outlet pressure should be the same as the pressure in still air, elsewise ʌnȁ–
ʌkȁ) = 0. Therefore, line of pressure for barotropic motion with n <k must be shifted to the left by the value of 
pressure thrust ʌnȁ– ʌkȁ ǻʌ, (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5. Length ps =' PT
Resulted:
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Formula (4) expresses simple facts. Firstly, n<k, elsewise reduction of pressure and reduction of an air density 
along the length of an air column is conditioned by heat supply. Secondly, intensity of heat transfer is proportional 
to the difference between inverse ratios of polytropic indexes 1/n – 1/k. Hence, increasing of heat transfer rate leads 
to decreasing of the temperature factor -, or to heating of the gas. Converse proposition can be formulated as: for a 
given value of the temperature factor - intensity of heat transfer increases with decreasing /. Elsewise, the same 
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hydrostatic (Archimedean) lift force requires for creating in long channel less intensity of heat transfer than in the 
short. Therefore, for example, the chimney should be long (increasing of / increases the thrust; with the same heat 
transfer rate thrust in a short channel is smaller and tube conveyance capacity is decreased. Similarly, furnace draft 
and fireing up are better in cold weather (thrust increases with the decreasing of ׇ:=Tc / Th). Finally, if -=1, then 
there is no thrust.
Taking into account equality (4), equality (2) is:
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In the final version equation (11) can be written as:
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] r – coefficient of losses. 
Obviously, with /<<1, in accordance with (4):
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k=7/5. Or, if /=O(1–-), 1–-<<1, then, approximately:
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Dependency graph n=n(-) with a fixed value /, constructed according to (42) (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6. Influence of temperature difference on the polytropic index
Quotient õ Ȟ¥J/ (non-dimensional velocity) is traditionally interpreted as Froude number. Then, in 
accordance with (12):
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Therefore, non-dimensional velocity depends on temperature difference (Fig. 7).
Fig. 7. Influence of temperature difference on the non-dimensional velocity
Subject as aforesaid that the expression for velocity (12) can be written as:
gLv 21 -M  (11)
where ĳ ¥ȗr) – coefficient of velocity.
For example, let ĳ 7c=270K;Th=280;L=50m. Then v=1.2 m/s.
4. Conclusions
Based on these studies, the following connections were identified:
x Average velocity of free-convective motion in the vertical slit of ventilated facade is proportional to the height of 
the channel L and given temperature difference 1-ࢡ between air and heat source. Thrust is inversely proportional 
to the temperature difference ࢡ.
x The intensity of heat transfer between air and heat source is inversely proportional to given height ȁand directly 
proportional to given temperature difference 1- ࢡ between air and heat source.
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